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STUDYING TOP QUARK PAIR PRODUCTION AT ALINEAR COLLIDER WITH A PROGRAM eett6f� ��Karol KoªodziejInstitute of Physis, University of SilesiaUniwersyteka 4, 40-007 Katowie, PolandE-mail: kolodzie�us.edu.pl(Reeived April 23, 2003)Some features of a program eett6f for top quark pair prodution anddeay into six fermions at linear olliders are disussed. Lowest order stan-dard model preditions for ross setions of some six fermion hannels andfor the top quark deay width are onfronted with the preditions obtainedwithin a model with an anomalous Wtb oupling. The question of whethernon doubly resonant bakground an easily be redued by imposing kine-matial uts is addressed.PACS numbers: 12.15.�y, 13.40.Ks, 14.65.Ha1. IntrodutionAs a top quark is the heaviest matter partile ever observed, with masslose to the energy sale of the eletroweak symmetry breaking, investiga-tion of its physial properties may give hints towards understanding physisbeyond the Stnadard Model at higher energy sales. Therefore preise mea-surements, at a level of a few per mille, of the top quark properties andinterations will most ertainly belong to the researh program of any fu-ture e+e� linear ollider [1℄. In order to math that high preision level of themeasurements, theoretial preditions should inlude radiative orretions.As it has been shown in [2℄ and will be illustrated later in this leture,e�ets aused by the o�-shellness of the �tt pair and o�-resonane ontribu-tions may be important too, espeially for measurements at the entre of� Presented at the Craow Epiphany Conferene on Heavy Flavors, Craow, Poland,January 3�6, 2003.�� Work supported in part by the Polish State Committee for Sienti� Researh (KBN)under ontrat No. 2 P03B 045 23 and by European Commission's 5-th Frameworkontrat HPRN-CT-2000-00149. (4511)



4512 K. Koªodziejmass system (.m.s.) energies muh above the t�t threshold. As the t- and�t-quark of the reation e+e� ! �tt (1)almost immediately deay, predominantly into bW+ and �bW�, with the W�boson deaying into a fermion pair, what one atually observes are 6 fermionreations of the form e+e� ! bf1 �f 01�bf2 �f 02; (2)where f1 = �e; ��; �� ; u; , f2 = e�; ��; ��; d; s and f 01, f 02 are the orre-sponding weak isospin partners, f 01 = e�; ��; ��; d; s, f 02 = �e; ��; �� ; u; .For example, a pure eletroweak (EW) reatione+e� ! b���+�b����� (3)in unitary gauge reeives ontributions from 452 Feynman diagrams, ne-gleting the Higgs boson ouplings to fermions lighter than b, while thereare only two `signal' diagrams ontributing to reation (2) in the doubleresonane approximatione+e� ! �t�t� ! bf1 �f 01�bf2 �f 02 (4)at the same time.In the present leture, some features of the updated version of a omputerprogram eett6f [2℄ that allows for omputing ross setions of reations (2)to the lowest order of the standard model (SM), with a omplete set ofthe Feynman diagrams, will be disussed. The question of whether the nondoubly resonant bakground an easily be redued by imposing kinematialuts will be addressed. Moreover, lowest order SM preditions for some sixfermion hannels of (2) and for the 3 partile top quark deay width will beonfronted with the preditions obtained within a model with an anomalousWtb oupling. 2. A programA omputer program eett6f for alulating ross setions of 6 fermionreations (2) relevant for a t�t-pair prodution and deay at .m.s. energiestypial for linear olliders has been written in FORTRAN 90 [3℄. The programonsists of 50 �les inluding a make�le, all stored in one working diretory.The user should speify the physial input parameters in a module inprms.fand selet a number of options in the main program see6f.f. The optionsallow, among others, for alulation of the ross setions while swithingon and o� di�erent subsets of the Feynman diagrams. It is also possible to



Studying Top Quark Pair Prodution at a Linear Collider with. . . 4513alulate ross setions in two di�erent narrow width approximations, for t�t-quarks, orW�-bosons. The program allows for taking into aount both theEW and QCD lowest order ontributions. Version 1 of the program allowsfor alulating both the total and di�erential ross setions of (2) at treelevel of SM. Some anomalous e�ets beyond the SM that will be disussedlater have been already implemented in the program. The program an beused as the Monte Carlo (MC) generator of unweighted events as well.Matrix elements are alulated with the heliity amplitude method de-sribed in [4℄. Phase spae integrations are performed with the MC method.The most relevant peaks of the matrix element squared, related to the Breit�Wigner shape of the W;Z, Higgs and top quark resonanes, and to theexhange of a massless photon, or gluon have to be mapped away. As itis not possible to �nd out a single parametrization of the 14-dimensionalphase spae whih would allow to over the whole resonane struture of theintegrand, the program utilizes a multihannel MC approah.Constant widths of unstable partiles: the massive eletroweak vetorbosons, the Higgs boson and the top quark, are introdued through theomplex mass parametersM2V =m2V � imV �V ; V = W;Z; (5)M2H =m2H � imH�H ; Mt = mt � i�t=2;whih replae masses in the orresponding propagators,���F (q) = �g�� + q�q�=M2Vq2 �M2V ; (6)�F (q) = 1q2 �M2H ; SF (q) = =q +Mtq2 �M2t :Propagators of a photon and a gluon are taken in the Feynman gauge.The EW mixing parameter may be de�ned either real or omplex,sin2 �W = 1� m2Wm2Z ; or sin2 �W = 1� M2WM2Z : (7)Performing substitution (6) both in the s- and t-hannel Feynman diagramsand taking the omplex eletroweak mixing parameter of Eq. (7) leads toful�lment of the Ward identities. As light fermion masses are not negleted,ross setions an be alulated without any kinematial uts.A number of heks of the program eett6f have been performed. Thereader is referred to [3℄ for details.In the present version of the program, an anomalous Wtb oupling hasbeen implemented. The model desribing departures of the Wtb interation



4514 K. Koªodziejfrom the SM, aused by new fundamental interations at high energies, anbe spei�ed in terms of the low energy e�etive Lagrangian ontaining termsof dimension 6 [5℄L = gp2� W�� �b�(f�1 P� + f+1 P+)t� 1mW ��W�� �b���(f�2 P� + f+2 P+)t�+ h:: (8)In Eq. (8), P� are hirality projetors given by P� = (1� 5) =2, ��� =i (�� � ��) =2, the anomalous ouplings f�1 and f�2 are assumed to bereal, and W� should be regarded as an e�etive vetor �eld. The SM Wtboupling is reprodued with f+1 = f�2 = f+2 = 0 and f�1 equal to the realCabibbo�Kobayashi�Maskawa matrix element Vtb. Aording to the presentexperimental data, Vtb is very lose to 1 [6℄ and f+1 is strongly onstrainedby the CLEO b! s data whih give f+1 � 0 [7℄. The ouplings f�2 and f+2are at present only weakly onstrained, see e.g. [8℄.3. Numerial resultsIn the present setion, a sample of numerial results obtained with theurrent version of eett6f will be presented. The physial input parametersthat are used are the same as in [2℄.The energy dependene of the total ross setions of (3) is shown in�gure 1. The full lowest order ross setion � is plotted with the solid line,the signal ross setion ��t�t� with the dotted line, and the ross setion in thenarrow top width approximation, ��tt, with the dashed line. A omparison ofthe solid and dotted lines shows the e�ets of the o� resonane bakgroundontributions to reation (3), and a omparison of the dotted and dashedlines shows the e�et of the o�-mass-shell prodution of the t�t-pair. Bothe�ets are substantial, espeially at higher energies. Therefore they shouldbe taken into aount in the future analysis of data.The question arises, whether those big o� resonane e�ets and bak-ground ontributions an easily be redued by imposing uts. This issuewill be preliminarily addressed below for one spei� hannel of reation (2)by imposing the following uts that are usually used in literature�(l;beam) > 5Æ; �(q;beam) > 5Æ;�(l; l0) > 5Æ; �(l; q) > 5Æ;El > 10 GeV; Eq > 10 GeV;m(q; q0) > 10 GeV; (9)where q, l denote quark and harged lepton, respetively.
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e+e� ! t�t! b���+�b�����e+e� ! t��t� ! b���+�b�����e+e� ! b���+�b�����
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876543210Fig. 1. Total ross setions of e+e� ! b���+�b����� as funtions of the .m.s.energy.Results for three di�erential ross setions: invariant mass distribu-tion of a �bd�u-quark triple and energy distributions of a b-quark and �+of e+e� ! b���+�bd�u at the .m.s. energy of 500 GeV with uts (9) havebeen ompared against the orresponding results without uts in Figs. 2�4.The solid histograms in Figs. 2�4 show the lowest order SM results obtainedwith the omplete set of the Feynman diagrams, the dotted histograms showthe ontribution of the two t�t signal diagrams and the dashed histogramshave been obtained in the narrow top width approximation. The dottedhistograms in Fig. 2 annot be distinguished from the solid ones.By omparing the plots on the left and right hand side of Figs. 2�4,one sees that, with uts (9), the bakground and o� resonane ontributionsare redued to a similar extent as the top pair prodution signal itself. Ofourse, this somewhat naive analysis does not prelude existene of a set ofuts that would keep intensity of the signal and redued the bakground atthe same time, but �nding this suitable set need not be a ompletely simpletask at all.eet6f gives also a possibility of looking at e�ets of the anomalous Wtboupling de�ned by Eq. (8) that have been implemented in the program.Figs. 5 and 6 illustrate how the possible existene of an anomalous ouplingf+2 may hange angular and energy distributions of t-quark deay produtsin the rest frame of the top. The solid histograms show the SM results, while
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0.030.0250.020.0150.010.0050Fig. 2. Invariant mass distributions of a �bd�u-quark triple at ps = 500 GeV withoututs (left) and with uts (right).
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0Fig. 3. Energy distributions of a b-quark at ps = 500 GeV without uts and withuts.the dotted histograms represent results in presene of the anomalous Wtboupling with f�1 = 1, f+1 = f�2 = 0 and f+2 = 0:1, both in Fig. 5 and 6. InFig. 5, the well known fat from the literature that angular distribution ofthe harged lepton resulting from the deay t! b�+�� is the most e�ientanalyzer of the top-quark spin [9℄ is reolleted. Solid histograms in Fig. 5learly show proportionality of the angular distribution of �+ to (1 + os �)if the spin of the deaying top-quark points in the positive diretion of thequantization axis (spin up) and to (1 � os �) if the spin of the deayingtop-quark points in the negative diretion of the quantization axis (spindown).
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0Fig. 5. Angular distributions of a top quark deay produts in the top rest frame.The angular and energy distributions of a b-quark and �+ resulting fromthe deay of t-quark produed in e+e� annihilation at ps = 360 GeV areplotted in Figs. 7 and 8. Again the solid histograms show SM results whilethe dotted, dashed and dashed�dotted histograms represent results in pres-ene of the anomalous Wtb oupling. One sees that the �at histograms ofFig. 5 orresponding to deay of the unpolarized top quark have developeda slope due to the Lorentz boost from the rest frame of t-quark to the .m.s.of e+e�. Similarly, how the Lorentz boost hanges the energy distributions
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43.532.521.510.50Fig. 7. Angular distributions of a b-quark (left) and �+ (right) at ps = 360 GeV.
of the top deay produts is illustrated in Fig. 8. It is interesting to note,how the relatively big e�ets arising if only a single anomalous oupling isnonzero, i.e. f+2 = 0:1 and f�2 = 0 (dotted histograms), or f+2 = 0 andf�2 = 0:1 (dashed histograms), are redued by interferene, if f+2 = 0:1 andf�2 = 0:1 (dashed�dotted histograms).
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f+2 = 0; f�2 = 0:1f+2 = 0:1; f�2 = 0:1SMf+2 = 0:1; f�2 = 0ps = 360 GeVe+e� ! t��t� ! b���+�b�����
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0.10.080.060.040.020Fig. 8. Energy distributions of a b-quark (left) and �+ (right) at ps = 360 GeV.4. Summary and outlookTop quark pair prodution and deay into 6 fermions in e+e� annihilationat .m.s. energies typial for linear olliders an be theoretially studied tothe lowest order of SM with a program eett6f. A sample of results onseleted hannels of reation (2) have been presented. It has been shownthat, although the two t�t signal diagrams dominate total ross setions evenat .m.s. energies muh above the t�t threshold, the e�ets related to o�-mass-shell prodution of the t�t-pair and the o� resonane bakground maybe relevant for the analysis of future preision data. It has been illustratedthat these e�ets are not redued by imposing typial uts given by (9).Some extensions of the SM have been implemented in the program andresults illustrating e�ets of the nonstandard Wtb oupling Eq. (8) havebeen shown.Work towards ompleting implementation of all the hannels of (2) pos-sible in the SM is underway. In order to math high preision of futureexperiments it is also required to implement higher order e�ets. As it isnot feasible to alulate radiative orretions to the full set of Feynman di-agrams that ontribute to any spei� hannel of (2), it would be desirableto inlude higher order e�ets at least to the two signal diagrams. This ap-proah would be justi�ed by the fat that the total ross setion of reations(2) is dominated by the doubly resonant signal. Work in this diretion isplanned in ollaboration with the Zeuthen�Bielefeld group [10℄.
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